ABSTRACT Cousins (V )RI photometry is presented for 73 nearby star candidates in the Southern Hemisphere, mostly high proper motion stars. Included are 37 stars from the lists of Wroblewski & Torres of faint high proper motion stars, for which there was no previous color information. Almost all of the stars appear to be M dwarfs or subdwarfs, several of which are probably closer than 10 pc.
INTRODUCTION
The sample of nearby M dwarfs is known to be woefully incomplete out to 8 pc, even if it is assumed to be complete out to 5 pc Kirkpatrick, & Simons Because (Henry, 1994) . M dwarfs are by far the most common type of star, the identiÐcation of more of these stars in the solar neighborhood toward completing the sample has long been seen as necessary.
Because of the large investment of time and e †ort needed to obtain a distance through trigonometric parallax, it is highly desirable to produce a list of probable nearby stars from the large number of possible candidates that arise from proper-motion surveys. Weis has obtained V RI (1984, 1986) photometry for northern color class m stars from the NLTT Catalogue in order to derive photometric (Luyten 1979a) parallaxes for these stars, and we have undertaken a similar, if more limited, program in the Southern Hemisphere, to provide candidates for our CCD parallax program (Ianna 1993) .
We have selected southern NLTT stars (Luyten 1980 ) with large reduced proper motions by observing stars with a Palomar R magnitude fainter than 16, and with proper motions between and yr~1. In addition to the 0A .4 0A .5 NLTT stars, a fainter proper-motion survey with limited areal coverage has been undertaken in the Southern Hemisphere by Wroblewski & Torres (1989 , 1991 , 1996 with a limiting proper motion of yr~1 and 1997), k D 0A .15 No color information exists for these 11.0 \ m pg \ 18.0. stars, and we have undertaken a program to obtain (V )RI photometry for those stars with yr~1 initially, with k Z 0A .5 the intention of extending to smaller proper motions in the future.
In this paper, we present the photometry from these samples. As well, we include photometry for additional stars already on the parallax program (including one Northern Hemisphere star, LHS 2565), many of which lie within 10 pc. This is part of an e †ort by the Research Consortium on Nearby Stars (RECONS ; et al. to Ðll in the Henry 1997) census of nearby stars and to ensure that complete and uniform data are available for all members. Parallel e †orts are underway to provide spectral types, JHK photometry, and CCD parallaxes.
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1 Visitor, Mount Stromlo and Siding Spring Observatories.
OBSERVATIONS
The stars were observed on 21 photometric nights over the course of six observing runs, spanning 2 years at Siding Spring Observatory with the 40 inch (1 m) (f/8) telescope. The detector was an EEV 2186 ] 1152 CCD (22.5 km pixels, yielding a scale of pixel~1), which was formatted 0A .58 to a 700 ] 700 pixel size, yielding a Ðeld of The 6@ .8 ] 6@ .8. chip was run by an Astromed 3200 controller, initially through Astromed software but subsequently using the CICADA control system et al. which (among (Young 1997), other improvements) provided the ability to set up an overscan region on the chip.
Standards from and Landolt (1992), Bessell (1990), et al. were observed in order to obtain Menzies (1989) extinction coefficients for each run and transformation equations for each night. The standardsÏ magnitudes and colors in were transformed to the Cousins Landolt (1992) system as described by except in the cases of Bessell (1995) , the reddest stars. Bessell had corrected his red star photometry onto that of thinking that it would have Laing (1989) , been the SAAO system, but in fact et al. Kilkenny (1997) have shown that the V RI system is on the Bessell (1990) SAAO (Cousins) system and needs no correction. We have therefore transformed the Landolt standards using the coefÐcients in Table 1 of  and then back Bessell (1995) transformed using the equations in°3.1 of Bessell (1995, p. 673) to recover the original Cousins/Bessell system for the reddest stars.
Only standard stars with were used in the (V [ I) C Z 1.8 reductions, because there is a break in the linearity of the transformation relations at about this point (Menzies 1993) and we were only interested in accurate magnitudes for red stars. Only three of the candidates that we observed turned out to have [or On many
nights, a large number of bluer standards were also observed (although not on the nights the three bluest candidates were observed), so it was possible to estimate the size of the error introduced by only using red standards. When blue standards (with colors close to those of these three candidates) were reduced as unknowns based on Ðts from the red standards on the same night, the magnitudes and colors di †ered by about 0.03 mag from the values obtained when Ðtting to the blue stars themselves. This is of the order of the internal and external errors expected (see°3).
The data reduction, including overscan correction (for the CICADA runs), bias subtraction and Ñat-Ðelding, was performed using the CCDRED package. Instrumen-IRAF2 tal magnitudes were obtained using the IRAF APPHOT package. IRAF/DAOPHOT was used to check results in moderately crowded standard Ðelds ; no signiÐcant di †er-ence was found. The IRAF PHOTCAL package was then used to perform Ðts to the extinction and transformation equations and to transform the magnitudes to the standard Cousins system. The extinction was Ðtted without a colordependent term, following who only used a Menzies (1993), color term for the B extinction.
These magnitudes and colors are listed in The Table 1 . Ðrst column gives the name of the star, followed by the J2000.0 coordinates in columns (2) and (3). The proper motion and position angle are given in columns (4) for the HB stars, and Burnham, & Ianna (1993) Giclas, Thomas for GJ 1284. Columns (6) and (7) give the V (1978) and R magnitudes, followed by the V [R, R[I, and V [I colors, all on the Cousins system, in columns (8), (9), and (10). Column (11) contains the absolute I magnitude. In column (12) we list the photometric distance, and Ðnally the photometric tangential velocity is given in column (13), both described below.
is Table 1 bars (see following section) are not plotted, for simplicity. Also plotted are the stars from Bessell Clearly, (1990 , 1991 . these stars all lie along the same sequence, with a few obvious binaries lying above the sequence, including WT 538 from our data. There are also three stars that lie below the sequence (WT 590 and, to a greater extent, WT 460 and LHS 1445, from
The cause of this o †set is Bessell 1991). unclear.
In order to derive photometric parallaxes for these stars based on the R[I colors, we used the list in of Weis (1986) photometry of stars with trigonometric parallaxes (taken from Altena, Lee, & Hoffleit converted to the van 1995), Cousins system as speciÐed in We found the Weis (1996) . following polynomial Ðt to the relation :
we then used this Ðt to obtain a photometric distance for each star in Table 1 . These distances all depend on the assumption that the stars are single dwarfs that fall along the main M I -(R[I) sequence, and not unresolved binaries or subdwarfs. In we list the tangential velocity implied by the photo- Table 1 , metric distance, to help di †erentiate v T,phot \ 4.74kd phot , between likely subdwarfs and dwarfs. As discussed by Weis stars that lie above the main sequence (i.e., binaries) (1984), will have photometric distances and tangential velocities that are smaller than the true values, while for stars that fall below the main sequence (i.e., subdwarfs), the reverse will be true. Those stars with values of km s~1 are almost v T [ 200 certainly subdwarfs with true distances that are much smaller than the in d phot Table 1 .
INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL ERRORS
While 46 of the stars have only single observations, we performed repeat observations in V RI for 14 of the stars listed in From these we are able to estimate the Table 1.  internal errors : mag,
mag, and mag.
.03 In addition, there are 12 additional stars that have repeat observations in R and I only ; the internal errors for the 26 stars with R and I repeats are about the same size as the errors listed above for the 14 stars. The errors from the Ðts for the coefficients of the extinction and transformation (slope and zero point) equations were of the same order (p D^0.02 mag).
Previous photoelectric photometry for stars in our sample is available from three sources. Eggen (1979 Eggen ( , 1980 presents extensive lists of V RI photometry that are 1987) (essentially) on the Johnson V and Kron RI systems, and which can be transformed to the Cousins system using the relations given by Bessell However, these (1979 , 1983 . transformations only apply to stars with 0.35 \ (R [ I) C \ 1.3 because of the lack of redder standards. Therefore, while EggenÏs lists contain 14 of the stars presented here, only one of them is blue enough to allow the photometry to be accurately transformed in order to allow a comparison, and this star (LHS 3983 \ WT 1007) has a V magnitude in Eggen that is only given to 0.1 mag. If we include those stars with V photometry given to a precision of 0.01 mag, and allow some extrapolation when using the color transformation equations [taking instead of
, we have four stars in common (LHS 2520 (LHS , 2704 (LHS , 3746, and 1047 . There are four additional stars with imprecise V magnitudes but with more precise R [ I photometry (LHS 3109, 3836, 3983, and 4058) .
presents photometry for three additional Weis (1996) stars listed here (LHS 1723, 292, and 4009) , and his values can be transformed from the Kron to the Cousins system using the linear relations that he gives. Photometry for two stars (LHS 292 and LHS 1070) is available from Bessell and one (LHS 2565) from When com-(1991), Bessell (1990) . paring our data with the Cousins photometry for the 10 observations of nine stars with precise V RI data from these sources, we Ðnd no systematic di †erence in either magnitude or colors, and dispersions of mag, p ext (V ) D^0.04 mag, mag, and as possible in this color range should be observed, because many of these "" standards ÏÏ are Ñare stars and exhibit some degree of variability.
DISCUSSION
We have presented V RI photometry for 73 stars, 55 with no prior published data in any standard system, and photometric parallaxes for the stars based on their R[I colors. Of the 37 Wroblewski & Torres stars we have observed, eight are estimated to be within 25 pc and so are new candidates for the Catalogue of Nearby Stars & Jahreiss (Gliese Of the remaining 36 stars, 16 are also likely to be 1988). nearby, having photometric distances from our data of 25 pc or less.
There are published trigonometric parallaxes (from van Altena et al. and from the Hipparcos Catalogue, 1995 ESA for nine of the stars in with which the photo-1997) Table 1 metric distance estimates may be compared. The measured and photometric distances for these stars are listed in Table  As can be seen from the table, these distances are in good 2. agreement, with the exception of the underluminous subdwarf LHS 375 & Anguita We note in passing (Ruiz 1993) . that four of the eight objects in that are from Table 2 van Altena et al. have parallaxes that are either partially (1995) or completely based on the e †orts of the Virginia program. CCD parallaxes will be available for several of these objects (as well as additional objects in in the near future. Table 1) 
